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INSPECTION SCOPES
SEEKER 300 VIDEO BORESCOPE SYSTEMS

The Seeker 300 Video Borescope System offers a large 3.5-
inch LCD color monitor and a 5.5mm flexible, configurable 
camera probe with adjustable LED lighting. Ideal for use 
in the visual inspection of otherwise inaccessible areas. 
This Video Borescope Kit also includes a mirror, magnet 

and pick-up hook that can be attached to the end of the probe. 3.5” 
(88.9mm) Color LCD Screen for crystal clear image, superb clarity and 
viewing effect. 5.5mm or 12mm diameter Camera-tipped Probe is flexible 
and strong with built-in adjustable LED lighting, and is slim enough to 
perform automotive engine check-up. Probe Length: Standard: 3.28ft. 
(1m), Optional: up to 16ft (5m). View findings instantaneously. 12mm 
Probe ...........................................................P/N 12-02297

VOYAGER ARTICULATING
VIDEO BORESCOPE

The state-of-the-art ATS Voyager videoscope features an 
articulating tip that swings 240 degrees to reach every inspection point 
of an airplane. With a simple turn of the control knob, you can move 
its Tungsten-sheathed tip from side to side to look left, right, and even 
backwards! The ATS Voyager gives you unprecedented access to areas 
that simply cannot be reached with a straight probe. Included with the 
ATS Voyager is a 70 degree tip mirror to look at right angles to the 
normal line of sight ......................................P/N 12-04561

USA 4 WAY ARTICULATING PORTABLE 
RECORDING VIDEOSCOPE

An articulating videoscope with its own internal light-source, 
video recording, picture taking, and SD card storage. This 
unit features tungsten sheathing as found in many other 
higher end videoscope systems. The image quality provides 
an improvement over flexible fiberscopes which typically will 
feature between 9,000-15,000 pixels. This unit is a basic 
system to allow for a low cost inspection option.
 P/N 12-04966

USA 2 WAY ARTICULATING PORTABLE 
RECORDING VIDEOSCOPE

The USAVS2-2.8-1000 has been added to USA Borescopes 
economy videoscope line up because it offers end users 
the opportunity to upgrade from a lower cost fiberscope to 
an articulating videoscope with its own internal lightsource, 
video recording, picture taking, and SD card storage. This 
unit features tungsten sheathing as found in many other 
higher end videoscope systems. The image quality provides 

an improvement over flexible fiberscopes which typically will feature 
between 9,000-15,000 pixels. This unit is a basic system to allow for a 
low cost inspection option............................P/N 12-04963

VIVIDIA ABLESCOPE VA-400
Connect this borescope to your computer or tablet (optional, 
sold separately) with attached USB cable to perform a detailed 
visual inspection in hard-to-reach areas. The 180-degree 
articulating 8.5mm diameter probe offers a panoramic view 

of the area being inspected. With 1M pixel CMOS sensor, and six built-
in LEDs for illumination, this product allows you to view images, take 
standard photos, and record videos. This borescope is designed for the 
inspection of the carbon residue inside of cylinder especially the surface 
of the intake valve. It is perfect for ‘looking backside’ after the scope goes 
into a narrow space .....................................P/N 12-04891

VIVIDIA ABLESCOPE VA-920
Vividia Ablescope VA-920 is a handy borescope inspection tool. It is 
short and the semi-flexible cable can be formed to shapes you want. 
The image is clear, and can be connected to PC, Mac, Android devices.
 P/N 12-04893

VIVIDIA JOYSTICK 360° ALL AROUND 
ARTICULATION VIDEO BORESCOPE
Vividia ME-610i USB Flexible Smartphone Joystick 
Articulating Inspection Camera Borescope has 6mm 
diameter and 1 meter long flexible probe, which is covered 
with polymer tube for durability and waterproof IP67.
Vividia ME-610i has bright LED lights, joystick pivoting 
6mm (0.236”) probe camera and it can be used to look 
into dark places as a diagnostical inspection camera.

 P/N 12-05629

VIVIDIA ABLESCOPE VA-408 
Vividia VA-408 is a long version of VA-400 USB one-
way articulating rigid straight borescope.
The probe tube of VA-400 is 400mm (15.8”), while VA-
408 has 800mm (31.5”) long probe tube.
 P/N 12-05641

VIVIDIA LCD & WIFI TWO WAY ARTICULATING 
INSPECTION CAMERA BORESCOPE VIDEOSCOPE 
Vividia CT-6010 LCD/WiFi Waterproof Two-Way 
Articulating Video Borescope with 4.5” Monitor and 
6mm Diameter 1.0 Meter Long Probe.
 P/N 12-05630

VIVIDIA LCD & WIFI TWO WAY ARTICULATING 
INSPECTION CAMERA BORESCOPE VIDEOSCOPE 
Vividia CT-4010 LCD/WiFi Waterproof Two-Way 
Articulating Video Borescope with 4.5” Monitor and 
4mm Diameter 1.0 Meter Long Probe.
 P/N 12-05631

VIVIDIA D3160 USB DIGITAL BORESCOPE 
Vividia D3160 USB Digital One-Way Articulating 
Borescope has 6mm diameter camera probe and 1 
meter long insertion tube. D3160 can only be bended 
in one direction, and the maximum bending angle is 

~180 degree. The insertion tube has metal braided outside layers and 
the bending part is also made with stainless steel, which offers good 
abrasion resistance. With USB connection, one can connect Vividia 
D3160 Digital Borescope to a Windows PC (WIndows XP, 7, 8 and 
10), MacBook, android devices.  Vividia D3160 Articulating Borescope 
is an ideal tool for automotive, airplane, aviation, manufacturing, and 
instrument inspections. The small diameter probe of D3160 borescope 
makes it good for diesel engine inspection..P/N 12-05428

VIVIDIA D3145 USB DIGITAL BORESCOPE 
Vividia D3145 USB Digital One-Way Articulating 
Borescope has 4.5mm diameter camera probe and 1 
meter long insertion tube. D3145 can only be bended 

in one direction, and the maximum bending angle is ~180 degree. The 
insertion tube has metal braided outside layers and the bending part is 
also made with stainless steel, which offers good abrasion resistance. 
With USB connection, one can connect Vividia D3145 Digital Borescope 
to a Windows PC (WIndows XP, 7, 8 and 10), MacBook, android devices.  
With VA-B2 AirBox wifi wireless converter and our “AirBox” app from 
Google Play Store or Apple App Store, one can use own iPhone/iPad or 
Android device with Vividia D3145 USB articulating borescope.
 P/N 12-05430

VIVIDIA ABLESCOPE VA-980
Vividia Ablescope VA-980 Semi-Flexible Digital Inspection 
Camera Borescope has long semi-rigid cable, which can be 
molded with hand to different shape and keep it. VA-980 has 
bright LED lights, 8.5mm cable camera and it can be used to 
look into dark places. VA-980 can be connected to PC, Mac, 
Android devices ........................P/N 12-04894

VIVIDIA IPS JOYSTICK ARTICULATING VIDEOSCOPE 
BORESCOPE INSPECTION CAMERA 
Vividia ME-610X IPS Joystick Articulating Automotive 
Industrial Borescope Inspection Camera is specially designed 
for automotive and industrial inspection and diagnostics.
 P/N 12-05632

VIVIDIA ABLESCOPE WIFI AIRBOX USB TO WIFI 
CONVERTER FOR USB DIGITAL BORESCOPES 
Vividia W03 WiFi AirBox USB-to-WiFi Converter Adapter 

for iOS and Android devices for Digital Borescopes and Microscopes 
is designed to convert the USB output from USB borescopes and/or 
microscopes into a WiFi hotspot. It works with UVC (USB Video Camera) 
that has MJPEG or YUY2 format outputs.
This W03 WiFi AirBox is suitable to your USB digital microscopes, 
borescopes, cameras, inspection cameras etc... With this device, you 
can use your iPhone, iPad, Android phones and tablets to access your 
USB microscopes, borescopes and inspection cameras through WiFi 
connection. The free app, WIFI Image, can be downloaded from Apple’s 
App Store and Google Play Store
With Battery .................................................P/N 12-05636
Without Battery ............................................P/N 12-05635

VIVIDIA ABLESCOPES AND BORESCOPES
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